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GRAND FINALE OF THE “KALA JATHA”
CAMPAIGN ACROSS THE STATE TO ENLIGHTEN
THE PUBLIC ON “SAVE PUBLIC SECTOR”

T

he “Kala Jatha”, (Street Play) one of the
many initiatives spearheaded by our
association to create public awareness
about the need to protect the “Public Sector
Undertakings” in India, successfully performed
and travelled across the entire Tamil Nadu in 36
days staging more than 150 enactments. This
novel initiative to spread the message by street
artists performing our traditional music and
dance was overwhelmingly received by the
public. The successful journey of the troupe
culminated with a grand performance at the “
Karnataka Sangam Auditorium”, at Thyagaraya
th
Nagar, Chennai on 6 March, 2016.
The AIBOC sponsored event saw the
participation of front line trade union leaders
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from Railways, BSNL, LIC, Banks and other
Industry Public Departments. The artists who
made a mark with their untiring effort without
taking a single days' rest were felicitated. The
general secretary of our association Com.Thomas
Franco Rajendra Dev, whose penchant for nature
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and it's preservation was visible with the absence
of plastic including water bottles which has were
replaced with paper cups. The banners used at the
auditorium were also fabricated with jute, an ecofriendly product.
The participants were formally welcomed by
Com.Sekaran, General Secretary of Indian Bank
Officers Association, Tamil Nadu and state
secretary of AIBOC, Tamil Nadu State Unit. In
his welcome address, he stressed the need to
consolidate and thwart the attempts of the
government and corporate combine which
systematically destabilize the public sector by
various strategies. The formation of committees
to study various ways to reduce the government
holding through outsourcing, consolidation,
mergers ought to be viewed seriously and stressed
for consolidation amongst the public sector trade
unions to face the onslaught.
Com.Elangovan, National Working President,
Dakshin Railway Employees Union revealed the
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governments' attempts to privatize the sprawling
railway network. In his speech, he elaborated
how nine items were reserved for the government
due to reasons of national security, which have
since been diluted and modified. In Railways,
production of various components and
manufacturing of locos and coaches have been
privatized. Now, the operation of trains are also
intended to be privatized with various proposals
and initiatives. But, in the earlier years' although
various industries have laid rail lines to connect
ports, the operations always remained with the
Railways. Now, the economic advisor to the
prime minister Shri.Aravind Subramanian has
suggested new schemes under B.O.L.T, with an
assured return of 80 per cent and has also
suggested that private players should be allowed
to utilize the existing network also. He has also
mooted through a concept paper that a mere
executive order shall be issued instead of an
elaborate amendment of the act which requires
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Dr. Kaleeswaran

Dr. J.D. Sharma

Com. S. Saravanamuthu

Com. C.P. Krishnan
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approval from various ministries and departments. The privatization
of Railways in Britain and Indonesia has resulted in chaos and
mounting losses. In Indonesia, the operating lines have come down
from 45,000 k.m. to 8,000 k.m. due to mismanagement by the private
sector. He lauded the initiative taken by our organization which
represent the white collar executives, whereas the lower class
employees would be the most affected, if privatization is allowed. He
assured the whole hearted and full fledged support of their DREU in
any future programme.
The “Kala Jatha” consists of dance, drama, folk song etc. which are an
integral part of the people of the state. The troupe performed one of
their play, by now popular, “Adagu Poguthada”, to the admiration and
appreciation of the audience.
Com.J.D.Sharma, President, IOB Officers’ Association, OfficerDirector of IOB and Senior Vice President of AIBOC urged the
government to recollect the ills of privatization. He narrated how
VSNL was privatized and TATAs made a huge profit out of the
organization by merely selling it's assets. Airlines have been opened to
private players and all of them except one, are facing losses year after
year. “King Fisher Airlines” owes more than 9500 crs to the public
sector banks. Here again, the government played into the hands of the
private airlines by diverting profitable air routes to them. In case of
King Fisher Airlines, the public sector banks have not obtained the
Personal Guarantee of Vijay Mallaya, apparently to appease the
powers. BSNL, is being systematically made a loss making
organization by not allowing them to import equipment, denying
spectrum and forced to operate in non profitable sectors. While our
finance minister advocates merger of existing banks, he
simultaneously encourages opening of new banks by issuing licenses
to the private sector. The irony is that after independence, about 300
private banks have been closed bankrupt and the the remaining were
merged with the our public sector banks. Hence, it is imperative that
we need to protect the public sector banks, he concluded.
Com.Rajashekar, Sanchar Nigam Executive Association, elaborated
how they are struggling for the past fifteen years to save BSNL from
the ill conceived moves of the government. He proudly declared that
due to their aggressive opposition, they were able to stop the
privatization. He congratulated AIBOC and SBIOA(CC) for the
efforts taken to consolidate the strength to protect the public sector
and spread the message across the masses through various initiatives.
The “Kala Jatha” initiative was very well received by our employees,
he informed. He narrated, how the trade unions in BSNL joined hand
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to save the behemoth from the nefarious designs of the government
and corporate combine. A movement called “FORUM” was created
with representation from all trade unions and were able to turn the tide
by making an operating profit last year against mounting losses
continuously for the last six years. We have also realized that there is
real competition ahead and have shed all our inhibitions and the laid
back attitude.
Com.Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, during his brief intervention
highlighted the role played by the public sector during the recent
floods at Chennai. When, none of the private sector telecom service
Com. Rajasekar
were able to sustain their services, BSNL was the lone shining star in
the dark providing the vital link to power, water and food starved
people. The connectivity made the people to help each other and save
precious lives. The transport corporation ferried the people in flood
waters. The power supply was restored in record time. All this showed
that the private sectors consider profit alone as their mantra, whereas
the public sector alone rises in the times of crisis, he thundered.
Com.P.S.Sugumaran, General Secretary, Centre of Indian Trade
Union (CITU) said that it was not as simple as saving the public sector
as it transforms to saving the nation itself from the clutches of
corporates. When, the “Bombay Plan” was introduced by the
Com. Elangovan
industrialists, former Prime Minister Nehru accepted the challenge
and brought big industries in steel, power, coal and other infrastructure
sectors. It was the socialist countries which helped India establish
these industries. Neyveli Lignite Corporation was established during
that period which still sells power at 97 paise to 1.17 paise to the states
whereas the private sector is charging more than ten rupees. The
private sector in collusion with the government sells power at
premium and have made the state electricity boards sick and bankrupt.
Hence, at this juncture the role played by SBIOA (CC) in uniting the
public sector trade unions is laudable and emphasized the need to
garner
political support.
Com. Sugumaran
Com.Chandrasekaran, General Secretary of All India Bank Pensioners
and Retiries Confederation, assured that whatever work entrusted to them will be taken care by of them
in the “Save Public Sector Campaign”. It was the left front which spearheaded such movement, hence
politics should not be left alone as it is by the people and for the people, he stressed.
Com.Saravanamuthu, General Secretary of SBI Retired Employees Association and a former
president of SBIOA (CC), reminded the audience that by saving the public sector, we save ourselves.
Com.Vijayasenan, former Senior Vice President of IOB Officers Association and former secretary of
AIBOC, Tamil Nadu State Unit was felicitated on his retirement. He thanked all the affiliates for the
support extended to the unit during the last twelve years.
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Before winding up the programme, the “Kala
jatha” troup performed on the stage delighting the
audience as the programme was well conceived
and choreographed by Dr.Kaleeswaran, an

engineer by profession, a teacher and now a
faculty member of Loyola College, Chennai in
the Visual Media Department. The leaders of
various trade unions felicitated the members of
the troupe with a memento.

A Human Chain at Meria Beach shall be held on 1st May by
UFBU and Save Public Sector Forum from 7.00 a.m. to 9.00 a.m.
Golden Jubilee 1965-2015
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CONGRATULATIONS

A

n honorary Doctorate was conferred on
Com. D Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, our
General Secretary for his contribution to
education and various social causes. The honour
was conferred by 'the World Classical Tamil
University, London' on 27th March 2016 at ITC
Grand Chola, Chennai . Hon'ble Justice P
Jothimani, National Green Tribunal conferred
the honour and felicitated him.
He was the General Secretary of Tamilnadu Science
Forum, a state level organisation having wide reach
in all districts for 4 years. District co-ordinator of
total literacy Campaign in Kanyakumari dist. from
91-94. Founder of MALAR, a Federation of SHGs
having 1760 groups-for empowering women.
Edited a report on Environment and Development of
Kanyakumari District. He has authored many
books. Few of them are listed bleow:1. United We Sit – a manual for SHGs
2. Let us March Forward – A Guide book for
SHGS
3. The Glimpses of the Historic Indefinite Strike
1969
4. Panchayat Raj –Makkalukku Adhigaarama
5. Banking Sector Reforms
6. Public Sector – Pride of the Nation.
· He was a member of Kerala State Planning
Board's – Sub Committee on Co-operative
·
Board of Trustee – Centre for Ecology & Rural
Development, Pondicherry
· Board of Trustee – CESTADS, Pudukottai
· Treasurer, Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti, New
Delhi – which promoted the Literacy
campaigns throughout the country.
· Joint Secretary, All India People Science
Network – Promoting Science Popularization
Ø

He Organised a National seminar on
Challenges in School Education in 2014.

Ø

Conducted Ignite 2015, a festival on Literature,
Culture, Environment, Flood and
Documentary Festival.

Ø

Organised Programmes for Scientific
restoration of Chennai which has led to a
network called “Neervazhi”
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Ø

Organised training programmes at IIM,
Ahmedabad for Bank's Officers’ Directors in
Public Sector Banks – in Feb 2016

Ø

Organised “Alternate Gyan Sangam” at Delhi
on Banking Sector Reforms.

Ø

Organised Seminar at Jawaharlal Nehru
University on “Neo Liberal Economic Policies
and the impact on trade unions” and published a
book.
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CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
The International Women's Day was celebrated on the
aegis of Chennai Zone I and Zone II at the Indira
Gandhi Auditorium at the SBIOA School & Junior
College, Chennai on 28, March 2016.
Dr.Kannagi Bhagayanathan, I.A.S. participated as
Chief guest and Advocate Nalini Olivannan and
Ms.Keerthanya Krithiga were the special guests. The
meeting hall sported a pleasant and colorful look as the
lady comrades trouped in, as what started as trickle,
turned out to be a full house at the time of inauguration
of the programme.
Association, always keeping the well being of it's
members as it's prime moto, arranged for a master
check up for our lady members in association with the
“Miot Hospitals”. The camp began at 8 a.m. benefitted
more than 100 members who had received a first hand
report of their health condition and an expert opinion
in their hand.
Com.P.Muthulakshmi, Lady Representative of our
association representing Chennai Zone I welcomed
the guests and participants. The meeting was formally
inaugurated by lighting the florally decorated brass
icon by the chief guest and other guests of honour,
among others.
Our President in his presidential address mentioned
about the various opportunities provided to our lady
comrades in our association activities. He reassured
them that the association would always raise its voice
to protect their interest.
Dr.Kannagi Bhakyanathan, the Chief guest of the
programme is a member of the Indian Administrative
Service. She is a post graduate in English Literature
and has obtained her doctorate by doing research on
the “ Life of Narikoravar Community”. In her address
she explained how she could mobilise the women of a
relatively backward district of Tiruvannamali during
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her tenure as District Collector, on the occasion of
International Women's Day. The turn out exceeded
more than 10,000 and the event enlightened and
reassured them and provided fillip to various activities
initiated for the welfare of women in that district. This
event was quoted by her to underline the point that, if
given an opportunity women would do more than what
men can.
One of the special guest Smt. Nalini Olivannan, a
lawyer and an entrepreneur, is doing a fine balancing
act between her legal profession and her
entrepreneurial venture M/s Emerald Publishers, and a
social initiative, “Chennai Centre of Training Conflict
Resolution”. She stressed that real women power is
being missed out in the celebration of women's day by
the media due to consumerism. She underlined that the
real power of women would be attaining the power and
ability to participate in the decision making process at
home and outside. The cosmetic changes that are being
touted as women enlightenment is not the real
empowerment, she added. We can proclaim women as
liberated, only when the last person at the bottom line
of the social status attains it, which she felt could be
achieved only through thought process.
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Ms.Keerthanya of “Mind Fresh”, an entrepreneur and
trainer on self development, invited the audience to
participate in the discussion. She brought alive the
meeting by her simple approach and suggested
practical solutions to the day to day issues encountered
by women in their life. She stressed that only by
positive remarks, the children could be transformed
and moulded as better citizens. She explained how an
elephant could be tied down with a small rope as it was
trained since it was young. Likewise, women are all
tied down to age old philosophies and customs which
hindered their progress and she advocated extricating
from the clutches of such bondages to get liberated.
Our lady comrades, at the venue of the programme

collected contribution from the participants which was
handed over to the representative of “Saradha Sakthi
Peedam”, a social welfare NGO. Dr.Vijaya, Assistant
General Manager and a EC member of our association
recently received Subramanya Bharathi Award for her
contribution for creative and analytical writing in
Hindi and also for service towards National
Integration through languages was also felicitated
with a memento and a shawl.
At the culmination of the programme the stage became
alive with the performance of our lady comrades and
their children. Com. Jothi Parthiban, lady
representative, Chennai Zone II delivered vote of
thanks.

International Women's Day at Coimbatore
International Woman's Day was celebrated with pomp and gaiety
on Wednesday 16th March 2016 at the Administrative Office
Auditorium under the guidance of Com.G Selvaraj, Regional
Secretary,SBIOA CC Coimbatore Module. The meeting was
presided over by Sri.R S Ramesh,Deputy General Manager,SBI
Coimbatore Module .
More than 120 comrades,including 60 lady comrades participated
and show cased their talents by way of singing songs, reading
poems and rendering speeches.. The program was compered by
Com.Kavitha,SMECCC,Coimbatore and co-ordinated by
Com.Padmaja, Lady Repesentative and Com.Nithya Devi.
Spl.Invitee SBIOA CC,Coimbatore module . The gathering was
welcomed by Com.Shantakumari,Chief Manager,AO,Coimbatore.
Dr.Yashmin Basha,our Medical Officer gave some important tips on
keeping oneself hale and healthy.The highlight of the function was a
“hilarious speech” by Smt. Uma Maheswari, eminent speaker at
popular debates and poet. The meeting drew to a close with vote of
thanks by Com. Padmaja.

International Women's Day at Madurai
The International Womens' Day 2016 of Madurai Module was celebrated on Tuesday, 22nd March 2016 at 6.30
P.M. at our Madurai Branch. Com. S. Amudha, welcomed the gathering. Com.J.Joseph Stalin, Regional
Secretary spoke on women’s empowerment. the problem faced by women after independence and the present
situation prevailing in our country. The Chief Guest Dr. B. Geetha, MA, Ph.d, Assistant Professor, Departments
of Sociology, Madurai Kamaraj University, spoke about the great women in our country and the problems faced
by the women like physical and mental strain in general. She also answered many questions regarding the
common problems faced by lady officers. Patti Mandram programme by our lady comrades, Cultural
programme by our lady comrades and their children were performed. Com. V. Rengamani, Deputy Manager,
CCPC, Madurai proposed vote of thanks.
Deputy Regional Secretaries, Com.T.Kumarasamy, Com.A.Senthil Ramesh, Zonal Secretary, Madurai Zone I,
Com.J.Jeeva, have made extensive arrangements for the success of the function.
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International Women's Day at Tiruchirapalli
“They stand up for Justice. They know that a hug and kiss can heel a broken heart. They give compassion and
ideas. Like that women have a lot to say and lot to give”
The International Women's Day was celebrated at Tiruchirapalli on 20th march 2016 at Trichy Main branch
premises. Com. Asok presided over the function. Com. Lalithkumar RM III, Trichy AU was the chief guest.
Shri.Rajendran Professor & Head, Department of History, Bharathidasan University was the Guest of honour.
Ms. Jesintha, Professor of Holy Cross College was the judge for the Patti Mandram by our lady comrades. The
function started at 11:00 a.m with a prayer. Com. Manohari, Our Module lady representative welcomed the
gathering. The President spoke in detail about various incidents, and quotes prevailing in various countries and
about the importance of women participating in the management. Com. Lalithkumar observed that in SBI 40%
of employees' strength is held by women. He also quoted various institutions headed by women and emphasised
their success. Prof. Rajendran said that France was the first country which gave voting right to women. More
than 110 members participated in the celebration. Our lady comrades eagerly participated in the “Kavithai”
competition in Tamil and Essay writing in English. The best of them were awarded Prizes by the Chief Guest.
Then came the Pattimandram where Prof. Jesintha of
Holy Cross College was the Judge. Lady com.
J.Vijayalakshmi, Com.Devi Kannan, Com.Sasikala were
arguing for “Pen Oru Aacharya (!) kuria. Com. Kothai,
Com.Sudha and Com.Lakshmi for “Pen oru Kelvi (?)
kuria”. Com. Jayabharathi of HE Kailasapuram branch
proposed vote of thanks. The celebration came to an end
with the singing of National Anthem.

CONGRATULATIONS

Com. S. Vijaya, Assistant General Manager, receiving the Subramaniya Bharati Award from
The President of India at Delhi on 19-04-2016.
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VI TH ANNUAL SPORTS MEET AT MADURAI
A volunteers meeting for the VIthe sports meet was
held at the association office, Madurai on 19/01/2016.
About 30 members and the Office bearers stationed at
Madurai participated in the meeting and gave lot of
suggestions.
On 21/02/2016 – 1 st day of the Annual Sports Meet
was held at our Matric and Higher Secondary School,
Nagamalai, Pudukottai, Madurai. More than 100
members including lady comrades and their family
members actively participated in the sports events
held. Com.J.Joseph Stalin, Regional Secretary,
welcomed the Chief Guest Shri.K.Ramakrishnan,
Assistant General Manager, RASMECCC, Madurai,
Com.V.Sridhar, Deputy Treasurer, SBIOA(CC) and
others. Shri K.Ramakrishnan, Assistant General
Manager and Com.V.Sridhar, Deputy Treasurer
inaugurated the VIth Sports Meet and hoisted the
Sports flag and spoke about importance of Sports.
Elaborate arrangements were made which were
admired by all the comrades.
The Final day of the Annual Sports Meet was held on
22/03/2016. More than 150 members including family
members and children participated in the Sports
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events. The Prize distribution function was held on
that day. Com.K.Pitchai Deputy Regional Secretary
delivered the welcome address. Com.J.Joseph Stalin,
Regional Secretary Madurai presided over the
function. The Chief guest Shri.K.Gopalakrishnan,
Deputy General Manager, Commercial Branch,
Madurai, in his guest speech stressed the importance
of sports and distributed the prizes to the winners,
family members and children. Com.A.Senthil
Ramesh, Deputy Regional Secretary delivered the
Vote of Thanks.
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ECONOMIC SURVEY, BUDGET & FINANCIAL SECTOR
REFORMS – A DISCUSSION

Dr. Praveen Jha

Dr.Praveen Jha, a Professor of Jawaharlal Nehru
University provided our members a rare glimpse of
the intricacies of our national budget and its related
issues. Besides his association with the premier
university of our nation, he is a visiting professor in
many foreign universities especially in African
countries. He is a regular contributor in the print and
electronic media. Our “SBIOA Institute for Trade
Union Education & Research” organized this
programme which saw record attendance of our
members at our “Mercantile Plaza” meeting hall on
12th April, 2016.
The august gathering was welcomed by
Com.A.V.Joseph, Regional Secretary of Chennai I
Module. President in his address listed the various
initiatives taken by the institute to educate our
members in matters of interest.
Dr. Praveen Jha in his opening remarks lamented the
budget for its lack of depth and direction. Although it
was claimed that allocation to Agriculture and Rural
sector have been increased, it did not translate into
reality, he explained. Likewise, the economic survey,
that is presented on the eve of the budget has become a

mundane affair without analyzing the current issues
and solutions. He also revealed that the funds for
allocation to social sectors have decreased and
literally no funds are available for development of
infrastructure at the desired level. He also enlightened
the participants about taxation and deficit financing
through which development could be achieved by a
country.
He touched upon the current issues faced by the
public sector and the NPA levels which is being used
by the government and corporate combine to
introduce various initiatives to reduce the public
sector banks shareholding pattern. He cautioned that
the government would try its best to increase private
participation in the banking sector and the need to
oppose it tooth and nail. He also lauded the former
prime minister Indira Gandhi's Nationalization of
Banks as the one major forward development
happened in the country after independence.
He invited the participants to discuss various points
regarding the budget which resulted in a lively
discussion about the various aspects of the budget.
Our General Secretary wound up the proceedings by
touching upon the various initiatives taken by
SBIOA(CC) to spread awareness among the people to
safeguard the public sector. He informed the
participants about the latest developments in our bank
and the banking sector in general.
Comrade A. Ravichandran, Regional Secretary,
Chennai Module II, in his vote of thanks felicitated
our general secretary on his being conferred
Honorary Doctorate by the “World Classical Tamil
University” of London. He also thanked Dr. Praveen
Jha for his informative session.

Com. Franco, President AISBOF at Lucknow and Hyderabad
On 20.04.2016 Com. Franco, President, AISBOF addressed the Secretariat members of SBIOA,
Lucknow Circle on Effective Leadership and replied the queries raised on Bank, Banking Sector &
Public Sector.
He was also the Guest of Honour at AIBOC, UP State Conference at Lucknow on 21.04.2016. He
spoke on Banking Sector Reforms, BBB, efforts to privatise PSBs and stressed the need for
strengthening Save Public Sector Forum. On 23rd April he addressed a CDP at Hyderabad and on
24th a meeting of former presidents and General Secretary.
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UFBU Meeting with IBA- Mumbai
A Meeting was held with IBA on 13th April 2016 at
Mumbai . In response to our letter to the IBA seeking
discussions on follow-up actions on some of the
issues raised by us, IBA had fixed up a meeting with
UFBU on 13th April, 2016 and accordingly the
meeting was held in IBA's Office as scheduled. IBA
was represented by Mr. M V Tanksale, Chief
Executive, Mr. K. Unnikrishnan, Dy. Chief
Executive, Mr. Visweshwar, Senior Advisor, Mr. K S
Chauhan, Senior Vice-President – HR & IR and other
officials of the HR-IR Department. UFBU was
represented by representatives of all the 9
constituents of UFBU including our General
Secretary.
a) Difficulties faced by employees/officers in
implementation of Medical Insurance
Scheme:
UFBU leaders pointed out the following:i.
While the Scheme covers reimbursement of Rs.
3 lacs and Rs. 4 Lacs for clerks/sub staff and
officers respectively plus additional coverage
f r o m C o r p o r a t e B u f f e r, s o m e o f t h e
managements are maintaining that the coverage
is only restricted upto Rs. 3 lacs and R. 4 lacs.
The correct position should be suitably clarified
to all the Banks and in turn by all Banks to the
employees at large.
ii. An important advantage of the Scheme is the
Cashless facility available for treatment in
hospitals. But instances are coming to our
attention that in many centres, many hospitals
are not covered by tie-up and hence employees
are asked to pay for the treatment and then seek
reimbursement. IBA and Banks should take up
with the TPAs to ensure that maximum hospitals
are covered by tie-up so that employees are not
put to difficulties to avail cashless treatment
facility.
iii. The Settlement and the Scheme clearly provide
that employees would submit the Bills to the
Banks as in the past and the Bank should submit
the Bills to the TPA to get the reimbursement.
But some of the managements are asking the
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employees to submit the Bills directly to the
TPA. This should be stopped and suitable
instructions should be given.
iv. There are instances of death occurring during
treatment in hospital and if it happens to be
Sunday or holiday, the hospital/TPA do not come
to the rescue and the family is facing problems in
getting the body of the patient in time. Such
things should not be allowed to happen.
v. Instances have also come to our attention where
certain treatments like Dialysis, etc. are
disallowed by the TPA though covered by the
Scheme and the employees are forced to pay the
cost to the hospital. Hence our scheme should be
properly implemented by the TPAs and
employees should not be put into such hardship.
vi. In the case of Bills submitted to the Banks for
domiciliary treatment, there are many
complaints of undue delay by the TPAs and
managements are not taking steps to liaise with
them to expedite the claims. Special attention is
required in this regard and necessary steps are to
be taken.
vii. Though Corporate Buffer facility is available for
claims over Rs. 3 lacs/Rs. 4 lacs, many Banks are
yet to issue guidelines for utilisation/claims
under the buffer limit. This defeats the very
purpose of the facility. IBA should advice all the
Banks to issue proper instructions on utilisation
of the corporate buffer amount.
viii. SCHEME FOR RETIREES TO COVER
DOMICILIARY TREATMENT : Though the
Settlement and the Scheme provides for
reimbursement of domiciliary treatment for the
retirees, this has been denied by UIIC in
violation of the scheme and IBA should ensure
its implementation. Otherwise UFBU will be
constrained to agitate on this issue.
In response, IBA informed us as under:
§ By and large, the Scheme is working well.
§ 37 Banks are covered by the Scheme relating to
serving employees
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§ 6,50,000 employees/officers are covered by the
Scheme.
§ Total premium of Rs. 379 crores has been paid for
this year.
§ During the current policy year i.e. from October,
2015, upto March, 2016, total of 1,02,603 claims
for Rs. 168 crores have been settled and paid.
§ So far 35 Banks have joined the scheme under
retirees' policy
§ 2.05 retirees are covered by the scheme now
§ Total premium of Rs. 123 crores has been paid
§ Upto March, 2016, 7,069 claims for Rs. 45.50
crores have been paid.
On the problems brought to their attention as
mentioned above, IBA informed that they will take up
all these issues with the UIIC/TPAs and also with all
the Banks to ensure smooth implementation of the
Scheme.
Regarding coverage of domiciliary treatment under
the scheme for the retirees, IBA informed us that they
are fully seized of the issue and have taken up the
matter with the top officials of UIIC and are awaiting
a positive outcome and resolution of the issue.
b) Next Wage Revision for employees/officers:
IBA informed that in view of the Government
guidelines, they would take up this issue, after the
Balance Sheets of the Banks for the year ended
31-3-2016 are finalised.
c) Follow up of pension related issues as covered
by Record Note dated 25-5-2015:
i. Revision in rate and quantum of Family
Pension: IBA reiterated their standpoint that they
are positively inclined to consider this demand by
revising the rates and quantum of Family
Pension.

IBA, however, pointed out that unless the exact
additional outgo is worked out and additional
corpus required for the same is ascertained based
on actuarial calculations, it would not be possible
for them to commit anything at this stage. It was
further informed by them that the details have
been called for from the Banks for this purpose.
We asked IBA to expedite the collection of the
details so that the actuarial calculation exercise
can be undertaken and expedited to take this issue
forward.
ii. Periodical updation of Pension : We took up the
demand of periodical updation/revision of
pension along with every wage revision
settlement. IBA informed that this was a major
issue and huge additional corpus fund has to be
provided for meeting this demand which is not
feasible in the present circumstances when the
financial condition of the Banks are not good.
We insisted that this issue cannot be left like this
and a way has to be found out to resolve the
matter amicably.
We suggested that pending the exercise of
ascertaining the cost, some adhoc increase in
existing pension of the retirees can be considered
and requested IBA to examine the same. IBA
replied that any revision in pension amount
would have cost implications and hence cannot
react on our suggestion without proper working
out.
iii. Uniform DA formula for Pre-Nov. 2002
Retirees: To this demand, IBA informed us that
firstly, the issue is subjudice to be discussed as
court cases are involved in the mater and
secondly, the cost impact is to be worked out and
if at all any consideration can be given, it can only
be on a prospective basis.

Our new website sbioacc.in along with an android App for mobile phones was launched
th
on 26 January by Com. Y Sudarshan, General Secretary, AISBOF. Pl log on and give
your suggestions for improvement. Download the App by clicking sbioacc at play store.
After downloading use PF no as User ID and date of birth in YYYYMMDD format to
log in. Update yourself always.
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UFBU MEETING
After the meeting with the IBA, the leaders of UFBU
met and discussed the following issues:INCREASING ATTACKS ON PUBLIC SECTOR
BANKING:
The meeting took a review of the developments taking
place in the banking sector on account of the various
policy decisions of the Government like appointment
of Banks Board Bureau, appointment of private sector
Executives to head PSBs, proposals of consolidation
and mergers, reduction in Government's capital in
PSBs, selective capitalisation of Banks, encouragement to private sector banking, allowing Small Banks
and Payments to private corporates, privatisatioin of
IDBI Bank, increasing bad loans in the Banks and
concessions being given to defaulters, huge provisions
towards NPAs and showing PSBs in poor light,
privatisation of RRBs, etc. The meeting unanimously
felt that these are anti-public sector banking measures
to suit their agenda of privatisation of Banks and hence
will have to be resisted and fought back. It was
decided that agitational programmes are to be
undertaken to campaign amongst the people and to
convey our opposition to these moves.
ANTI-BANK PRIVATISATION DAY on 1st MAY,
2016:
To begin with, it has been decided that the ensuing
st
May Day on 1 May, 2016 should be observed as Anti-

Bank Privatisation Day through posters, meetings,
rallies, processions, etc. under the common banner of
UFBU at all centres.
It was also decided to address a letter to the Finance
Minister drawing his attention to our viewpoints on
these measures and urging upon him not to proceed
with the same. Further programmes including strike
actions will be decided in due course.
CALL FOR NATIONAL GENERAL STRIKE ON
ND
2 SEPTEMBER, 2016 BY CENTRAL TRADE
UNIONS:
In the recent Trade Union Convention held on 30th
March, 2016 by the Central Trade Unions, the call has
been given to observe National General Strike on 2nd
September, 2016 against the continued anti-labour
policies of the Central Government and their proposals
of anti-worker labour reforms. The meeting took note
of this strike call. It was decided to discuss the matter
further in the next meeting of the UFBU.
th

NEXT MEETING OF UFBU ON 11 May, 2016:
It has been decided to hold the next meeting of the
UFBU at Hyderabad on 11th May, 2016 to chalk out
further agitational programmes.

BEREAVEMENT
Com. N. Rajagopal, Dy. Manager,
SMECC Coimbatore lost his son on
04.03.2016 at Yeman.
Com. M. Mani, Dy. Manager,
KannanKurichi Branch lost his
mother on 14.03.2016 at Cheyyur.
Com. MazharBazha, BM, Pongalur
Branch lost his mother at Hosur on
18.03.2016.
Com. S. Sankaralingam, Manager,
AO, Coimbatore lost his mother on
25.03.2016 at Tirunelveli.

Com. R. Rajavelu, DRS,
Coimbatore lost his mother on
11.04.2016 at Tirunelveli.
Com. S. Dinakaran, DM, Salem
Main lost his mother on 11.04.2016
at Kumbakonam.

Com. M.Malarvizhi Asst.
Manager lost her husband on
29.03.16 at Chennai.
Com. K.Bama Dy, Manager lost
his father on 30.03.16 at Neyveli.

OBITUARY
Com.S.Sekar Dy.manager CCPC Trichy passed away on 03.04.16 at
Trichy.
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"We require 100 volunteers
who can contribute atleast one
hour everyday for
the
Organisation as there are huge
challenges. Please volunteer
yourself. You will be the
agent of change. Please send
your mobile number and email
a d d r e s s
t o
sbioacc@yahoo.com at the
earliest. We will start sharing
with you what has to be done
in that one hour.”
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Rajan must not be allowed to hide bank defaulters
from public scrutiny
Nalini R Mohanty

The First Post Online
Published on April 20, 2016
It was rather surprising that the Supreme Court chief
justice T S Thakur told the court on 12th April that his
bench would examine if the total amount of defaults in
repayment of bank loans running into lakhs of crores
of rupees should be made public, without disclosing
the defaulters name.
He said: “There is no confidentiality in figures, but the
names may be kept out.”
Justice Thakur made this observation when the RBI
counsel stoutly resisted the court's earlier stance to
name and shame the big defaulters (each of whom has
borrowed more than Rs 500 crore from different banks
and has refused to pay back. And there are thousands of
such defaulters).
Pray, Justice Thakur, why should you consider only
disclosing the figures (total amount of the taxpayer's
money swindled in this bank scam) and not the names
of the white-collar criminals who are responsible for
this crime? Why should you allow the dubious plea of
the RBI to withhold the disclosure of the names of
those who have borrowed money from banks to the
tune of thousands of crores to set up business in India
but bought properties abroad with that money?
That the RBI's plea is dubious has been conclusively
established by a division bench of the Supreme Court
barely four months ago. The RBI had then challenged
the order of the Chief Information Commission (CIC)
which had ruled that the RBI was duty-bound to
disclose information about the Non-Performing
Assets (NPAs) of the commercial banks under the RTI
Act. The CIC had said that the exemptions from the
disclosure of the information provided under the RTI
act could not be applied to the banking sector.
Raghuram Rajan, the RBI governor, had challenged
the CIC order in the Supreme Court. A Supreme Court
bench consisting of Justice M Y Iqbal and Justice C
Nagappan heard the matter. The RBI chief, through his
counsel, placed two arguments: first, that the central
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bank had a fiduciary relationship with the borrowers
and therefore, under the RBI law, it was bound by the
confidentiality clause and could not reveal the names
of the defaulters. And the second argument was the
following: “Disclosure of information would have
adverse impact in the public confidence in the bank.
This has serious implications for financial stability…
This will also affect the economic interest of the state.”
After a careful consideration of all facts, the SC bench
observed on December 16, 2015 that the RBI could not
hide 'routine information' such as the names of top
defaulters, the extent of losses suffered by banks and
details of actions taken against banks from the public.
Justice Iqbal-led bench trashed the 'fiduciary
relationship' argument advanced by the RBI chief. The
Court said: 'the RBI does not place itself in a fiduciary
relationship with the financial institutions because the
reports of inspections, statements of banks and
information related to business obtained by the RBI
are not under the pretext of confidence or trust'.
The Justice Iqbal bench also came down heavily
against the second argument of the RBI. It said: 'the
RBI's contention that revealing the information to the
public would harm public interest was absurd'. It went
on to say: 'the facts reveal that banks are trying to cover
up their underhand actions. Therefore, they are even
more liable to be subjected to the public scrutiny'. This
attitude of the RBI (hiding the information on banking
activities from the public) will only attract more
suspicion and disbelief in them, the court said.
The apex court bench's final indictment of the RBI was
lethal: “We have surmised that many financial
institutions have resorted to such acts which are
neither clean nor transparent. The RBI in association
with them has been trying to cover up their acts from
public scrutiny.”
The RBI has been shown up for what it is -- that it is
complicit in shielding the corrupt lenders and the
fraudulent borrowers which has led to the siphoning
15

off of 'lakhs of crores' of public money. This
indictment has been made by none other than a
Supreme Court bench in a detailed judgement, not in
an off-the-cuff remark. And this indictment came only
in last December.
Just four months have passed since then; in another
public interest litigation that has come up before the
apex court demanding the disclosure of the
information about the big defaulters (incidentally, in
both the cases the counsel for the petitioner has been
the intrepid lawyer, Prashant Bhushan), the RBI
governor is making the same old argument – that of
fiduciary relationship and financial stability – to make
the case once again for concealment of the information
from the public.
As this argument has been decisively rejected by the
apex court just four months ago, Raghuram Rajan's
same old dubious plea should not be allowed to eat into
the honourable chief justice's highly valuable judicial
time. When the case comes up for discussion on April
26, Raghuram Rajan and his cohorts should be told in
no uncertain terms that the RBI's shenanigans cannot

be kept under wraps.
The Justice Iqbal bench had wisely observed that if
people remained oblivious to the irregularities
committed by the commercial banks and their
regulator, the RBI, then the whole financial system of
the country would be rigged and sooner or later it
would lead to serious consequences for the Indian
economy.
When that happens, Raghuram Rajan would be gone
pursuing another high-flying international career,
leaving a billion Indians bruised. Of course, some
Indians (the likes of Vijay Mallyas who would flee the
country when the situation gets too overheated for
them to stay in India) would remain eternally grateful
to him. These white-collar criminals would seek Rajan
out when he travels to various international financial
capitals and express their gratitude to him for shielding
them from the public eye for as long as he held office.
Chief Justice T S Thakur must save the fellow
countrymen from such sharks out to devour India
when he takes up the matter on April 26.

BANKING BRIEFS
. Given that executives of public sector banks face
complex challenges, the Banks Board Bureau
(BBB) is working on designing compensation
packages that are comparable to those of their
counterparts in private sector banks, Chairman
Vinod Rai said. It also proposes to introduce
executives with the requisite domain knowledge
and expertise in handling banking institutions.
. “We cannot get carried away by our current
superiority in growth, for as soon as we believe in
our own superiority and start distributing future
wealth as if we already have it, we stop doing all that
is required to continue growing. This movie has
played too many times in India's past for us to not
know how it ends,” Rajan said. “Our current growth
certainly reflects the hard work of the government
and the people of the country, but we have to repeat
this performance for the next 20 years before we can
give every Indian a decent livelihood.
. A staggering 33 crore people, or more than a quarter
of the country's population, are in the grip of drought
and consequently face drinking water shortage and
agricultural distress, the Centre informed the
Supreme Court on Tuesday. As per figures placed
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before the court, 254 out of total 678 districts in the
country are under the spell of drought; the worst hit
state is Uttar Pradesh where 9.88 crore people are
affected due to rain deficit in 50 districts.
. SBI shall soon introduce a Home Loan with Fixed
Rate for longer period, said Arundhati
Bhattacharya. Borrowers have to understand what
the Marginal Cost of Lending Rate (MCLR) is and
identify their risk appetite. If they believe that it is
better to know for sure what their future EMIs will
be, they can choose to fix their rate for a longer
period of time. We will soon come out with a home
loan that will have a fixed rate for a longer period.
They can also choose to go with the floating rate the MCLR. But to do a proper management, you
need to keep watching rates.
. Erstwhile dedicated DFIs like IDFC, IDBI and
ICICI have all turned into universal banks and with
lenders staying away from lending to the infra
segment, infrastructure developed might be
hampered. "If we, as a developing country, are only
going to advice banks to follow the retail model,
who then is going to do project financing? Are we
content as a nation to stay where we are with no need
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for further infrastructure development?"
Bhattacharya asked. Speaking out against banks
being "goaded" to focus only on the retail segment,
SBI Chairperson Arundhati Bhattacharya wondered
who will do the job of infrastructure financing in the
absence of development finance institutions (DFIs).
To consolidate and strengthen foreign business,
State Bank of India (SBI) is looking at shutting some
unviable branches abroad and is preparing a three to
five-year road map to spruce up international
operations. The country's largest lender would soon
finalise business targets for the current financial
year (2016-17) and conduct a strategic review for a
medium-term plan. B Sriram, managing director
(corporate banking), said the lender had
continuously reviewed its operations. “Over the
years, many regulatory changes have come about
and compliance costs have also gone up. There
could be some overseas branches that could have
become unviable over a period in relation to
business volumes and costs. The bank might look at
closing some of these,” Sriram said.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) governor, Dr
Raghuram Rajan, seems to have taken a stand on not
disclosing information on wilful defaulters, despite
a Supreme Court ruling on the issue. So far as we
know, RBI has not filed a review petition or
obtained a stay on the December 2015 judgement
delivered by a bench of Justices MY Eqbal and C
Nagappan in a matter pertaining to 11 cases
pertaining to denial of information by RBI and
others under the Right to Information (RTI) Act.
There are no “consistent international standards for
categorising problem loans”, BIS said banks
categorise bad loans in a variety of ways. At a time
when Indian banks are battling the bad loan menace,
global banking regulators' body BIS has proposed a
uniform definition for non-performing assets and
forbearance to ensure consistency in disclosures.
Top defaulters: Kingfisher Airlines tops the list of
defaulters, owing Rs.1,200 crore (under suit-filed
accounts) to SBI, the largest lender. Other bigmoney defaulters are Hukumchand Mills (Rs.1,169
crore), GET Power (Rs. 1,115 crore), Winsome
Diamonds and Jewellery (Rs.900 crore), Etisalat
DB Telecom (Rs.807 crore) and Forever Precious
Jewellery (Rs.747 crore).
Stressed assets of banks may touch Rs. 10 lakh crore
in the fourth quarter of 2015-16 amid slowdown in
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sectors like steel and ongoing asset quality review
by the RBI, a report said. At the end of December,
the total stressed assets (Gross NPAs plus
restructured assets) of all the banks were at Rs. 8
lakh crore, which is expected to see a significant
jump, according to a report by industry body
Assocham. “The slowdown in certain important
sectors like steel, textiles and aluminium, and the
ongoing Asset Quality Review (AQR) may push
stressed assets of the banks to Rs. 10 lakh crore mark
in the fourth quarter of 2015-16,” the report said.
Reserve Bank on Tuesday said it will soon come out
with Vision 2018 document with a view to migrating
to a less cash and more digital society. "RBI will
publish Vision 2018 for payment and settlement
systems in the country by April-end 2016. Vision
2018 will continue to focus on migrating to a lesscash and more digital society," the first bi-monthly
monetary statement for 2016-17 said.
Data released by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on
Wednesday showed that deposit growth in 2015-16
has slipped to 9.9%, an annual rate of growth last
seen in 1962-63.The slowdown seems to fly in the
face of RBI's contention that higher real rates of
interest lead to an increase in savings and deposit
growth.
What is BBPS? Bharat Bill Payments System is an
integrated online platform, which is being
developed by the National Payments Corporation of
India for all kinds of bill payments. The platform
intends to build an interoperable service through a
network of agents, enabling multiple payment
modes along with instant generation of receipts of
payments. It would connect the utility service
companies on one end and all payments service
providers on the other. The biggest advantage is that
the bill can be paid anywhere and anytime. There
would be retail points for bill payments across the
country who would be able to accept all kinds of
bills payments made through credit cards, debit
cards, mobile wallets, net banking (IMPS, NEFT).
A host of banks, including SBI, HDFC Bank, PNB,
Canara Bank and BoB, announced lending rates
based on marginal cost of funds, a new methodology
that has come into effect from 1st April. The new
interest rates vary from 8.95 percent for overnight to
9.35 percent for three years, SBI said in a document
posted on its website today. The base rate or the
minimum lending rate of the bank is 9.3 percent.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE MANAGEMENT
Ref: ORG/01/2016

11.01.2016

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai 600 006
Dear Sir,
Opening of Currency Chest on Holidays
Please refer to our letter no. ORG/133/2015 dated
22.12.2015.
The second Saturdays and the fourth Saturdays of
every month becoming holidays is one of the
negotiated settlements with IBA after prolonged
struggles and sacrifices. It is very close to the hearts of
Officers, more so in our Circle for two reasons.
Firstly, the campaign, the struggles and the
negotiations for this cause was spearheaded by our
Circle. The other reason is that Our Circle is the worst
affected Circle in terms of manpower shortage even as
per the BCG study due to which Officers are over
loaded and face extreme pressure of work.
However, ever since the two Saturdays holidays were
declared, most of the Officers are summoned to work
on holidays under one pretext or other. The latest such
order to work on holidays was yesterday (10/01/16)
for handing over cash to ATM nodal agencies.
Regarding handing over cash to ATM Nodal agencies,
it is a well established practice in the Circle to
handover sufficient cash to the Nodal agencies on the
last working day before any holidays by temporarily
increasing their cash holding limit. However, of late,
without following the above established practice,
Officers are called to handover cash to the Nodal
agencies during National holidays, Saturdays and
Sundays.
This practice has been disturbing the
peaceful celebration of festivals and their private,
family and social life with family by the Officers. It is
very unfortunate that the propensity to disturb Officers
during holidays including on Sundays following the
2nd and 4th Saturdays is reached a very serious point
that Officers working at 4 Currency chests viz.
Chennai, Madurai, Nagercoil and Saidapet were
called to open Currency chests and handover cash to
ATM Nodal agencies on 10/01/16.
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It is pertinent to note that Officers have never hesitated
to work on emergencysituations, sacrificing holidays
and without any time limits. Equally, the Bank has a
responsibility to help the Officers maintain a
comfortable and happy family life by letting them
have their personal, family and social life go
undisturbed which will make them work with renewed
vigour and deliver optimum output.
We request you to please issue appropriate instructions
to not call Officers on holidays for carrying out
regular/ normal works especially in view of the
ensuing Pongal holidays, as Pongal is the State
Festival, everyone in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry
feels emotional about and celebrate with piety and
fervour. The cash holding limit of the ATM Nodal
agencies for the Pongal holidays may be increased so
that there will not be any necessity for Officers to be
called for opening of Currency Chests.
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
--------------------------------------------------------------Ref: ORG/02/2016

25.01.2016

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, No.16, College Lane
Chennai 600 006.
LINKING OF FOUR IN ONE TO KRAs
We understand that the Bank has decided to link the
four in one claim to Officers accepting/rejecting
KRAs. Ever since the mechanization of the service
conditions under HRMS, the Bank has been using it to
extract various certificates and now, we understand
that it is linked to accepting/rejecting KRAs. Linking
the administrative requirements such as getting a
certificate on any matter or asking the Officers to
accept or reject the KRAs to the four in one and other
service conditions under HRMS is a blatant misuse of
administrative powers. It is equivalent to asking
someone to sign something at gunpoint. Using the
Service conditions as inducements by way of coercion
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should not be the way to make Officers accept/reject
especially KRAs.
We are of the firm opinion that such unilateral action
as linking of Service Conditions that are achieved
through bilateral/trilateral settlements after long
struggles to other Administrative matters will spoil
the existing good Industrial Relations.
Besides, Under the current circumstances, when only
two more months are left for assessment, allotment of
KRAs loses its relevance and meaning. A meaningful
assessment of KRAs can be carried out, only if it is
allotted in the beginning of the year, giving adequate
time to the Officers to plan and perform to their
potential. The KRAs have to be allotted in consultation
with the Officer. Moreover, we have pointed out many
shortcomings which have not yet been addressed. The
exercise being carried out forcibly now is an attempt to
merely show that the Bank has completed this new
performance appraisal system without really doing it.
We request you to kindly take up the matter with the
Corporate Centre to not implement the proposal of
linking four in one to acceptance/ rejection of KRAs
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
--------------------------------------------------------------Ref: ORG/03/2016

31.01.2016

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, No.16, College Lane
Chennai 600 006.
Dear Sir
EXTENSION OF BUSINESS HOURS
We understand that some of the pension intensive
branches in the Circle have been advised to open and
start transactions 1 hour before the normal working
hours. It is unfortunate that even though we have
informed the CDO to discuss the issue before
implementation, the many HR issues such as extension
of the working hours beyond 8 hours and other issues
involved in connection with the decision have not been
discussed with the Association.
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We may have to resort to demonstration and other
organisational actions, if the decision is implemented
without resolving the issues through discussions. We
therefore request you to immediately intervene in the
matter and stop implementing the decision till the
issues involved are discussed with the Association
threadbare.
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
--------------------------------------------------------------Ref: ORG/04/2016

11.02.2016

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India, Local Head Office,
No.16, College Lane, Chennai 600 006.
Dear Sir,
PROMOTION FROM MM II TO MM III
PROMOTION ELIGIBILITY FOR
SPORTSMAN OFFICERS
Our Bank has been a patron of sports in the country and
many sportsmen of international repute worked in the
Bank. The Bank has also taken care of their career
growth even when they play for the Bank/
State/Country. As per the Sports Control Board
Compendium of instructions, Sportsmen employees
are given the benefit of not completing Rural/SemiUrban Service 'as long as they are active “State/
National/International level sports persons and/or
are playing for the Bank.'
Till last year they were given the benefit in our Circle
also. We have now learnt that the sportsmen Officers
who are eligible for promotion from MM II to MM III
are denied the opportunity for promotion for the
reason that they have not completed Rural/Semi
–Urban service.
We therefore request you to please intervene in the
matter and ensure that the Sportsman Officers who
have been playing for the Bank are not deprived of
their due promotion.
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
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Our General Secretary has been elected as the Convenor of UFBU,
Tamil Nadu in the meeting held on 28-04-2016.
Ref: ORG/09/2016
05.04.2016
The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India,
Local Head Office, Chennai
Dear Sir,
NON-PUBLIC BUSINESS WORKING DAY:
RURAL SINGLE OFFICER BRANCHES AT
RBO IV, CHENNAI II
We have seen a news item in one of the local dailies at
Pondicherry reporting that the Regional Manager,
RBO IV has declared the withdrawal of Non- Public
Business Working Day at 9 branches of the region with
effect from 06/04/2016. The day helps the Officers in
Single Officer Branches to improve them in their field
orientation works. The day is also used exclusively in
the field for contacting their present and potential
customers for development work like mobilisation of

deposits, do pre-sanction inspection, post sanction
inspection, monitoring credit utilisation, arranging for
recovery, etc. This is particularly necessary under the
present computerized environment, as the presence of
the Officer at the Branch during working hours from
9.30 to 5.30 becomes imperative.
The sudden withdrawal of the facility at the Rural
Single Officer Branches will seriously affect their
works in all spheres of banking. We request you to
kindly intervene in the matter urgently and instruct the
Region to defer the decision until we have a discussion
on the matter.
With greetings
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE FEDERATION
Ref: ORG/05/2016

11.02.2016

The General Secretary
All India State Bank of India Officers' Federation
No.65, St. Marks Road,
Bangalore 560 001.
Dear Comrade,
PROMOTION FROM MM II TO MM III
PROMOTION ELIGIBILITY FOR
SPORTSMAN OFFICERS
Our Bank has been a patron of sports in the country and
many sportsmen of international repute worked in the
Bank. The Bank has also taken care of their career
growth even when they play for the Bank/
State/Country. As per the Sports Control Board
Compendium of instructions, Sportsmen employees
are given the benefit of not completing Rural/Semi-

Urban Service 'as long as they are active “State/
National/International level sports persons and/or
are playing for the Bank.'
Till last year they were given the benefit in our Circle
also. We have now learnt that the sportsmen Officers
who are eligible for promotion from MM II to MM III
are denied the opportunity for promotion for the
reason that they have not completed Rural/Semi
–Urban service.
We therefore request you to please take up the matter
immediately with the Corporate Centre and ensure
that the Sportsman Officers who have been playing
for the Bank are not deprived of their due promotion.
Comradely yours,
(D.THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

Dear Comrade,
Please conduct the Unit Meeting on the first Saturday of every month. We have asked
your Zonal Secretary to conduct the Zonal Committee meeting with all the Unit
Secretaries on the third Saturday of every month.
Golden Jubilee 1965-2015
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RETIREMENTS
S/Shri Name
.

MARCH 2016
Designation
Branch

R. Swamiappa

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Relationship
Manager
Arulsamy Xavier
AGM
K. Kuppamuthu
DM
R. Balakirshnan
AM
A. Malliga
AM
S. Manohar
Mgr
C. Badri Narayanan
CM
Rita Mabel Premkumar
DM
T. Sathyamoorthy
AM
L. Natarajan
BM
P.C. Rajendran
AM
P. Pushparaaju
DM
P. Gunanithi
BM
T. Arul
DM
K. Kandasamy
CM
S. Ramalakshmi
CM
S. Kandasamy
CM
C. Adaikkappan
Mgr
N. Nararajan
AM
R. Ramamoorthy
DM

1.

K. Bavanisankar

APRIL 2016
Mgr

S/Shri Name
2.

Designation

P. Vallikkannan

Mgr

L. Kannan
K. Babu
K. Selvaraj
R. Srinivasan
S. Aparajit
V. Lakshmi Narasu
L. Karunakaran CM
V. Kalaiselvam
N. Raja
Vasantha Rajagopalan
R. Baskaran
P. Shankar
N. Sathis Kumar
A.K. Arumugam
G. Mohan
R. Sridharan
P.K. Mohan
K. Kumar
R. Thiyagarajan
V. Lakshmi Narayanan
C.R. Nellaiappan
D.P. Thangavel
P.K. Naganathan

BM
CM
AM
AM
CM
AM

CAG Chennai
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
SMECC,Ekkaduthangal 24.
Treasurer, SBIOA(CC) 25.

SBLC T. Lights
Arantangi
Ariyalur
CT Complex Madurai
CAC Guindy
CCPC CBE
Gill Nagar
IFB Chennai
Jayamangalam
SARC Chennai
SARC Coimbatore
Sholingur
SME Ambattur
Tirupur
Treasury Br CBE
Walajapet
RASMECC Trichy
RASMECC Trichy
Comml Salem

AM
CM
AGM
CM
AGM
CM
AM
DM
AGM
DM
CM
BM
Mgr
AGM
Mgr
DM

Branch
Purasawalkam
Dy. General Secretary,
SBIOA (CC)
Mullandiram
SARB Chennai
Jolarpet
Neyveli
Comml Madurai
Walajapet
RBO 3, Chennai Zone1
E Treasury Chennai
RBO 2, Madurai Zone
LHO, Chennai
Virudhunagar
LHO, Chennai
LHO, Chennai
Kumbakonam Bazaar
Siruthozhil Vellore
Comml Erode
AO, Chennai
RBO 2 Coimbatore
Mannargudi
CAC Chennai Main
OSB Chennai
CCPC Coimbatore
RBO 2 Madurai Zone

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.

WEDDING BELLS
MARCH 2016
Chi Anulal, AM Metturdam married Sow. Hima
on 14.02.216 at Vatakara
Sow. R.C. Brindha, D/o. Com. S.R. Ravi, DM,
RBO II, ZO Madurai married Chi. R.
Thavapandi on 06.03.2016 at Madurai.
Chi. M. Narendrakumar, AM, Comml
Coimbatore married Sow. K. Dhivya on
06.03.2016 at Coimbatore.
Sow. S. Gayathri, D/o.Com. S R Subramanian,
Dy Mgr, Villupuram Branch, married Chi.Dr.
N.Ramakrishnan on 11.03.2016.
Chi. Prabakaran, AM(S) ITSS Chennai Lho
marries Sow. Priyanka on 13.03.2016 @
Perundurai
Chi. S. Vignesh, S/o. Com. S. Suresh,
Manager, Trichy married Sow S. Komala and
gave reception on 16.03.2016 at Trichy.

M.K.University, Madurai married Chi. Chi. Bharat Subramanian S/o. Com. Geetha
Kamakshi, AM, SME married
KR.Prawin on 04.04.2016 at Madurai.
Chi.
. G. Senthilkumar Nachiappan, S/o. Com.
Chi. Naveen Kumar, S/o. K. Kumar, CM, RBIA.R.
Ganesan, Regional Manager, Thanjavur
II, CBE married Sow. Janani on 04.04.2016 at
married
Sow. A. Thaiyalnayaki on 21.04.2016
Chennai.
at Karaikudi.
Sow. K.S. Minalochani, D/o. Com. K.
Senthamizh Selvan, CM, LHO, Chennai Sow:C.Deepika D/o.Com.R.Chandrasekaran,
married Chi. Dharshan (a) R.V. Sunil and gave Manager (PB), Ramanathapuram branch
married Chi.S.B.Manikanda Nithin on
reception on 10.04.2016 at Chennai.
21.04.2016 at Ramanathapuram.
Sow. S.V. Lakshmi Priya, D/O. Com. S.K.
Vijayakumar, BM, Ramianahalli married Chi. Chi. Krishna, S/o. Com Karmu Kumar Mangal,
Manager FSLO, Chennai married Kkussum on
R. Prem Kumar on 11.04.2016 at Chennai.
22.04.2016 at Jharkhand.
Sow.J.Saranya Jeeva, D/o.Com.J.Jeeva,
Zonal Secretary, Madurai zone I and DM, Sow. K Aiswaryaa D/o. K Krishnakumar, CM
RASMECCC, Madurai married Chi.Anto LHO married Chi. S Jagadeesh on 25.04.2016
Winston Micheal Raj, on 11.04.2016 at at Chennai.
Tenkasi.
APRIL - 2016

Sow.M.Suganya, D/o.Com.R.Manoharan, Sow.R.C.Brindha, BE D/o.Com. S.R.Ravi,
DM, Kodaikanal married Chi.R.Arunkumar on Deputy Manager, RBO-II, ZO Madurai married
Sow.S.Mirunalinie, D/o.Com M.Sekar, Zonal 11.04.2016 at Chennai.
Chi. Thavapandi, BE on 06/03/2016 at
Secretary, Madurai zone II and DMm
Madurai.
SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life to the newly wedded couple.
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ALLOTMENT OF KOVILPALAYAM PLOTS AT COIMBATORE

We are pleased to inform that allotment of plots to the
members according to their requirement by taking lot
was done at SBOA MHS School Coimbatore on 17.
04. 2016.
Our beloved General Secretary Com. D. Thomas
Franco Rajendra Dev along with the President Com.
A. Krishnan participated in the meeting. Around 65
members along with their family members were

present. While delivering the Presidential address our
President praised the hard work done by the
Coimbatore Module.
As usual our General Secretary enthralled the
gathering with some latest developments in the
banking industry as whole and in our bank in
particular, while congratulating the allot tees as well.
Our Regional Secretary Com. G. Selvaraj amidst
exciting members did the allotment by calling their
name and allowing them to choose their allotment by
themselves. Com. C. Balaji delivered the welcome
address and then the meeting concluded with a lunch.
All the members
were happy and
SBIOA(CC)
Coimbatore
Module made
arrangement to the
members to visit
the sites.

UNITY ENCLAVE UPDATES
SBIOACC Housing Project UDS registration
has been started from 21.03.2016. At present
220 Registrations has been completed. Those
who have paid land cost plus three
construction installments are eligible for
UDS registration. Every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday registrations are being done at
Guduvancherry Sub Registrar's office.
We request our Unity Enclave members to
submit UDS Registration form to the
Registration Committee along with a Xerox
copy of your PAN card. Please note to pay all
the installments due with interest before
submitting the duly filled in form.
The Registration committee consists of our
Comrades K.Manoharan former DGS ( Ph9 0 0 3 4 7 2 3 5 6 ) , V. P a n d i a r a j a n f o r m e r
Vi r u d h u n a g a r Z o n a l S e c r e t a r y ( P h 8012143833 ) activists, Com R.S.Raju, Rtd
AGM (Ph- 9840422767), Com L T Santharam
(9962980071) and Com D.Kumaresan ( Ph9952992368 ) .
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Dear Comrades,
ANTI PRIVATISATION ANTI MERGER CAMPAIGN
The country is undergoing a severe drought leading to
the Supreme Court reprimanding the Central Govt.
Recall that just a few months back we had floods, not
only in Chennai but in Assam and many other parts of
the country. Every year, this occurs and the people at
the helms of affairs don't plan for permanent solutions.
The book, “Everyone loves a good draught” by Dr. P.
Sainath published many years back outlines how
bureaucrats, politicians and Contractors benefit from
draughts.
It was pathetic to see the Chief Justice of India,
Honourable J.S. Takur breaking down infront of the
Prime Minister stating that the Govt's indecision has
lead to 534 vacancies in High Courts leading to delay
in delivering Justice. If our NPAs have to be reduced,
quick disposal of cases is a must. The reply of the
Prime Minister was to reduce holidays in Court. Very
sad state of affairs.
The road map for privatisation of Public Sector Banks
has been laid through Gyam Sangam I, Indra Dhanush
and Gyan Sangam II. The Chairmen's who opposed
merger earlier have succumbed to the pressure of the
Government and they are ready for merger. Merger
will render thousands of branches surplus and a
newspaper reports says that one lakh employees and
officers will be rendered surplus. India is still under
banked and requires more branches. 7 out of 10
mergers have failed abroad as per Guardian
Newspaper. In our country, we have seen the ill
effects of merger of New Bank of India with Punjab
National Bank, Global Trust Bank with Oriental Bank
of Commerce etc. Even the merger of 2 Associate
Banks with SBI has its problems which has been
openly stated by the top executives in the media
earlier. The main aim is to give bigger banks in a
platter to the private sector. IDBI is going to be
privatised and the staff are on warpath. Victimisation
of leaders through suspension and transfers has
started. I addressed the striking employees at
Chennai.
AIBOC expanded the subcommittee on “Save Public
Sector”, of which I am a member. The committee has
met and given a one year action plan. UFBU accepted
Success is simple. Do what's right, the right way,
at the right time.
Arnold H. Glasow
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the proposal of AIBOC and
decided to write a detailed
letter to the Finance Minister
against merger, privatisation,
BBB, IDBI issues etc. Our
proposal to celebrate May
Day as Anti Privatisation-Anti merger day was also
accepted. Circular has been issued by UFBU.
As usual Tamilnadu is in the forefront of the 'Save
Public Sector' Campaign with a Human Chain,
Signature campaign and a Debate chaired by famous
writer and speaker Shri Malan. We are also having
seminars at 6 centres i.e. Trichy, Madurai, Tirunelveli,
Coimbatore and Salem. I am sure you will all
participate.
In the Bank, the Career Development System has
created total confusion. Some Officers have got Zero
mark. Man power shortage is still the major problem.
The Federation as well as the Circle Association have
taken up the issue and if the Management does not
address the issue, the Federation will be launching an
agitation as decided in the Presidents' and General
Secretaries Meeting.
Comrades, we have been leading struggles against the
so called financial sector reforms for the past 26 years
including strikes at the National Level. Now, we have
reached the final stage. We have to fight alongwith all
employees of Public Sector, Executives of the banks
and Public Sector Organisations. We need to mobilise
the support of depositors who are losing because of the
reduction in interest rate on deposits to subsidise the
corporates. The support of Agriculturists, small
entrepreneurs, SHG women and the common man who
all will be affected due to privatisation and dilution of
priority sector norms should also be mustered. The
youth of the country who will not get education loans if
Banks are privatised will also have to be brought in.
It is a war for Dharma. It is a war for the common man.
It is a war for safeguarding of jobs, and it is also a war
for helping the youth of the country.
We will succeed. Together we will win.
Comradely yours,

(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary
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